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Failure on Forel

Derek Fordham & Rupert Hoare
Photograph 59

In the Arctic one must be prepared for the worst, then whatever happens will be better.
Roald Amundsen

'Frank Smythe says rum is best.' I knew we had the right person working on the
rations when Rupert started rehearsing the desirability of a small quantity of
alcohol on an expedition.

'It helps induce warmth and sleep,' he stated, claiming to be quoting famous
men again. In due course IS boxes of supplies, including a litre of brandy, were
shipped to Iceland and The Mont Forel Expedition was under way.

The expedition was composed ofmyself as leader, Graham Elson, Mike Esten,
Rupert Hoare and David Waldron. Our objective was to make a lightweight ski
approach and ascent ofMont Forel, 3360m, a remote peak north ofAngmagssalik
in East Greenland. We planned to free-drop boxes of supplies from the chartered
aircraft in which we flew from Iceland to Greenland and then, using a helicopter
to reach our starting point, ski some ISOkm to the mountain. All this within the
four weeks allowed by an Apex air ticket.

Such is the stuff plans are made of!
Having reached Reykjavik on 4 May we had to endure five frustrating days of

delay due to weather which made it impossible to reach East Greenland. During
those five days we grew to know the interior of the Twin-Otter well as we daily
loaded and unloaded our boxes when ]onas, our aptly named pilot, put on his
glum face and announced yet again, 'I haf bad news.'

On 10 May we squeezed into the spaces between boxes, skis, marker flags and a
large hastily plumbed-in extra fuel tank and took off through a squally shower for
Greenland. Twin-Otters are excellent aircraft, but slow. By the time the radar
told us we had reached our destination shredded wisps of cloud were being torn
from a writhing mass below. Air-drops were off for the day.

'I've told the cook you will be staying for a few days,' the station manager ale
Larsen greeted us when we landed at Kulusuk between high banks of snow.

He obviously knew the local weather!
We released the Otter to return to Iceland on 12 May and arranged to charter

the Greenlandair helicopter to fly direct to the ice-field north of Forel. This flight,
to be carried out as soon as weather permitted, saved us the time which would
otherwise have been spent on the inland journey and allowed us some four or five
days at Fore!.

Three days later the Bell helicopter wobbled slowly above the snow banks and
gained altitude. Below us faint lines of dog-sledge tracks meandered around
icebergs frozen into pack ice stretching uninterrupted to the horizon. The
thread-like symbols of human presence braided together and we arrived at
Sermiligaq.
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The settlement had grown since I was last there but the welcome was the same,
a wall of broad, brown smiling faces only slightly disappointed when the pilot
announced, 'Ingen post, ingen pakke' - no post, no freight.

Northwards the glaciers rolled by below us, Knud Rasmussen, Haabets, de
France, Paris, the helicopter casting a minute shadow on their immensity.

Boxes were left at a depot on the Knud Rasmussen Glacier before flying on
through range after range of spectacular alpine peaks to leave more boxes near
Conniats Pass at 1400m. 'Take some pictures of Forel,' I shouted to Rupert as the
helicopter swung dizzily up the narrow valley of the Bjornglacier. He was
attempting to clean condensation from his window while I was busy plotting
crevassed areas for our return journey.

The helicopter banked around the north-east spur of Forel and before us lay a
broad icy plain.

'Smoke!' yelled the pilot over the clatter of the rotors. Out went the smoke
canister - and failed to ignite! With the downdraught tearing slabs of snow and
clouds ofspindrift from the surface, the helicopter settled blindly on to the snow.

A few minutes after the helicopter left us, a small group of figures on a vast
white background, an intense silence settled over the primaeval landscape which
lay before us. To our south lay the massive ice-topped bulk of Mont Forel, the
right hand skyline of which was the route Wager and Stephenson had attempted
in 1931. Away to the west, through Doren, the shadowed surface of the Inland Ice
rolled hazily to the nearest land some 600km distant on the west coast.

Quickly we set up our two dome tents with the tunnel entrances linked to
facilitate the exchange of both food and conversation. We sought our sleeping
bags early to escape the - 30°C which prevailed outside and left the sun to follow
its northern arc behind the mountains before it returned to warm our lonely camp.

Climbing Attempts Ruperl Hoare
We made our first attempt on the mountain the following day by the route

Wager and Stephenson had attempted in 1931. We changed skis for crampons at
the start of steep slopes of soft snow leading to a col which we reached without
difficulty. There was a drop of about lOOOm on the far side and a fine view of
peaks to the south.

The ridge above was not well defined and we continued by kicking steps up
steep slopes of snow lying on ice. After Derek, Graham and I reached the foot of
an awkward rock step we backed down a few rope lengths. David and I then went
up for another try further to the left and climbed up through mixed ground of
snow, ice and coarse grained red rock at an average angle of45°.

Much to our surprise after several pitches we found a kernmantel rope sling
around a rock embedded in ice. It obviously post-dated Wager and Stephenson's
climb but we were not aware ofany earlier attempts on this route. Above the sling
we reached the foot ofa large rock buttress. The climbing above looked technical,
it was well into the afternoon and we needed to bring up more equipment. We
enjoyed the sight of range after range of spectacular peaks stretching to the south
and the icecap extending infinitely north, with the tiny specks of our tents far
below, before we descended carefully, facing in, beginning to feel the altitude.

It was to be the last we saw of that side of Forel!
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The following day was blowing and snowy and instead of pursuing the previous
day's route we made a reconnaissance around the north east side of Forel. Snow
slopes leading to the south east ridge appeared to give the best chance. This was
the ridge climbed in 1939 by Andre Roch's Swiss party although they had
reached it from the south.

The account of our attempt the next day is taken directly from my diary:
'Got everyone up at 0415 for which 1was roundly cursed. It was a beautiful sunny
morning with fresh snow and fantastic light.

It soon became obvious that it would be too windy to climb the peak, but it was
decided that David and 1 would recce the route right of the rognon. We zig
zagged as high as possible on skis, then changed to crampons and continued up
the face on reasonable snow.

The exposure increased with every step. Occasionally we had to turn our heads
to avoid gusts of spindrift. Attempts to move left to the rocks and up the ridge
failed due to windslabby snow. We were forced to climb straight up and we
seemed to kick steps for ages. Peaks opened up behind us to the east, glimpsed
through spindrift.

We had now been climbing for about two hours and our position was
spectacularly exposed. Eventually the snow became so dangerous we had to
retreat and we reversed three rope lengths. We were so near the ridge 1suggested
we made a final attempt to reach the rocks on our left.

It was further than expected. We climbed up past the rocks and then through
them on mixed ground to within lOOm of the ridge. Meanwhile the whirling
spindrift had increased and we both started having trouble seeing.

We retreated immediately, reversing rope length by rope length with ice-axe
belays. Going down the rocks was absolutely desperate, I came within an inch of
falling, I even shouted "falling" to David who never heard.

I ripped off my glasses but my whole face was a mass of icicles and my eyelids
started to freeze. David was in a worse state and could hardly see anything. I
started to experience terrible cramp in both legs as down and down we went.

At first the rest on the stances was welcome but the wind was increasing,
blowing spindrift directly up the slope which was a mass of sliding snow.

I was getting very cold. About halfway down we started moving together. On
down we went, David in front almost blind, me shouting, "left, right, down." I
kept hoping that it would calm down but it didn't. We never saw the
bergschrund!

We were facing out by now and fairly ran down to the skis. Our situation was
getting critical, David complained of frost-bitten hands. We grabbed skis and
sticks and stumbled down to a small hollow which gave some shelter. I tried
warming David's hands in mine, meanwhile one ofhis gloves blew off up the hill.
I got out my spare socks for David's hands and took off both pairs of crampons.

When we skied round the corner it was obvious we would have a desperate
struggle, the wind was coming directly from the col. Ag<rin we stopped to try to
warm David's hands in his trousers and I gave him my overgloves. Our only safety
was at the tents and we had to keep going, but the col looked so far away and the
wind was so strong I seriously thought we wouldn't make it. Zigzagging s!~wly at
45° to the wind was the only way. David kept going well.
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We both got blown over. When it happened to me, it was so difficult getting up
I actually thought how easy it would be to lie down and die. Eyelids freezing, but
still just able to see the col getting slowly nearer through gaps in the spindrift.
Somehow we made it.

I was bundled in with Mike who was incredibly welcoming to such a snowy,
bedraggled figure. It was marvellous to lie down, to eat, thaw out and realize that
somehow we were both still alive.'

Retreat Derek Fordham
David's return was not quite so cosy. Graham and I got him into the other tent

and examined his right hand, two fingers of which were by now showing signs of
frostbite. We bathed the fingers in a bowl of tea which happened to be handy and
his violent reaction confirmed that all sensation was by no means lost!

David's fingers and the appalling weather, with gusts reaching 50 knots hurling
snow and spindrift at the tents decided the outcome of our expedition. I planned
to leave for the coast as soon as possible.

It was not until two days later that the wind abated enough to allow the tents to
be struck and our return journey to begin. It was a hollow feeling to leave our
camp without success to spur our long r.eturn. Silently we shouldered our packs
and skied across the sastrugi sculptured plain under the icy north-west flank of
Forel, its gully scarred buttresses facing out over the nunataks to our last sight of
the distant, hazy horizon of the Inland Ice.

Thirteen years previously I had skied past Forel at the start of a long ski
expedition which finished llOOkm of ice desert away at Sarqaq on the West coast.
This time I was leading my party eastwards, thwarted by the same forces ofnature
which had granted a measure of success all those years ago.

Fresh snow and whiteout on the Bjornglacier forced an early camp the next day
on the edge of a large crevasse field. 36 hours later, navigating by compass, we
groped our way down the Paris Glacier aware only of tantalising glimpses of the
sun and high peaks as clouds formed and reformed about us. No sign of life, not
even the ubiquitous raven, disturbed the awesome isolation of this giant's realm.

A crucial moraine identified from the helicopter as avoiding a difficult ice-fall
was located. We wound amongst its string of cyclopean blocks until the
Femstjernen lay ahead of us, perspective and distance distorted by the glistening
silver light filtering through layers of distant dark clouds. Our moraine and those
parallel to it spread out like fingers grasping the icy plain and then, boulder by
boulder, were swallowed into its frozen heart. Tired thighs and aching shoulders
forced our skis across this lonely plain, in whose exposed jaws we had no wish to
camp. Two hours later we skied into a small bowl and established camp, 28km of
difficult travelling and the Femstjernen behind us.

The next days were sunny and clear - real Greenland days - we skied down
the Glacier de France and took the first right to an unnamed, unexplored pass,
delighted to find the tracks of an Arctic Fox that had crossed the col a few days
earlier. We enjoyed a fine unroped descent before tackling the long hot climb to

the foot ofConniats Pass.
Several hours later Rupert and I, convinced we could see the rock buttress

below which our food boxes were depoted, selected a steep, direct route up
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through the ice-fall. The others, less enthusiastic about tackling the large icicle
filled caverns we were skirting on cross country skis and cable bindings,
suggested an alternative. Secure in our conviction that the route would go we
pressed on. The others reluctantly followed.

We skied higher and higher, kick-turning mostly, in firm snow lying on ice, as a
tremendous mountain panorama opened up, often framed by the deep icy blue of
the crevasses we were negotiating. We belayed over the last thin patch and skied
expectantly over the crest - only to find the ground falling away in front of us.
We were off route!

Golden evening light flooded the mountains a few hours later as we located the
marker flag and food boxes on the pass and, camp established, Rupert and I
cooked dinner as a penance for our over-confidence. The next days were a jigsaw
of cloud, whiteout, wind and spindrift, each succeeding the other in an endless
pattern of swirling white. On the Haabets Glacier at night our slender cross
country skis slid metallically over the surface in the pale, almost unreal midnight
light, the mountains reduced to stark silhouettes outlined against the pink and
green Arctic sky.

Night-time travelling is for me associated with a strange isolated quality, each
person skiing encapsulated within his own thoughts, horizons, physical and
intellectual, limited by the cold rim ofa parka hood. So it was as we descended the
Haabets towards the lightening skyline of a new day, the backdrop of the high
interior mountains sinking perhaps forever behind us.

Once we were well established on the Knud Rasmussen's Glacier our pace
quickened, the skis alternately clattering on icy crust and ploughing through
slush, herald of the advancing spring. The boxes had become our unspoken goal
for the day and far down the long slope of the lower glacier a spot oforange waved
bravely. We reached them in deteriorating weather at the end of our journey and
at the beginning of a further two days of almost continuous snowfall and wind.

Tentbound again the ritual of eat, sleep, read and talk began and we made
inroads into the last of the ration boxes the packing of which, months earlier in
Greenwich with 4200 calories per man per day of lightweight food, seemed to
have taken place in a world an eternity away.

A spoon paused in front of my open mouth. The conversation in the other tent
was still earnestly devoted to operating systems. Something stirred over the now
much diminished rustle of the wind.

Rupert turned off the stoves. Neither of us wanted to be the first to speak. The
regular beat increased in volume until there could be no mistake.

'The helicopter!' and the expedition, in various stages of undress, exploded on
to the snow.

Crouched against the rotor driven spindrift the crew waded through the snow
towards us. Suddenly others had intruded into our world. The ephemeral bond
which had held us in our isolation was broken as quickly and casually as it had
been formed. .

The last we saw of Greenland was the dirt strip at Kulusuk streaking under the
wing of the Chieftain and ale, the station chief, a solitary figure waving goodbye.
At 250m we entered cloud and once again the weather was master.
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